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Infertility in the Modern World: Present and Future Prospects (Biosocial Society Symposium Series)Cambridge University Press, 2001

	As we enter the twenty-first century, a number of medical, environmental, and social changes have profoundly affected human reproduction. This book discusses some of the more dramatic changes in an accessible manner, illustrating the ways in which human biology and culture can affect fertility. It provides a unique interdisciplinary...
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From a Philosophical Point of View: Selected StudiesPrinceton Press, 2004
One of the most important philosophers of recent times, Morton White has spent a career building bridges among the increasingly fragmented worlds of the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. From a Philosophical Point of View is a selection of White's best essays, written over a period of more than sixty years. Together these...
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Digital State: How the Internet is Changing EverythingKogan Page, 2013

	

	Digital State comprises sixteen commentaries that each offers an answer to the question: "What is the digital state?" Simon Pont and his panel of experts set out to examine and assess how technology, society and culture are impacted by the digital revolution and consider its future implications. 

	...
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Read & Think Spanish, Premium Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2017

	Your first-class ticket to building key Spanish language skills


	From the bestselling Read & Think series, this fully-illustrated third edition of Read & Think Spanish brings the Spanish language to life! In addition to introducing, developing, and growing key vocabulary, this book gives you an insider’s look at the...
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Handbook of Parenting: Volume 5: Practical Issues in Parenting, Second EditionPsychology Press, 2002

	Completely revised and expanded from four to five volumes, this new edition of the Handbook of Parenting appears at a time that is momentous in the history of parenting. Parenting and the family are today in a greater state of flux, question, and redefinition than perhaps ever before. We are witnessing the emergence of striking...
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Is Democracy Possible Here?: Principles for a New Political DebatePrinceton Press, 2008
Politics in America are polarized and trivialized, perhaps as never before. In Congress, the media, and academic debate, opponents from right and left, the Red and the Blue, struggle against one another as if politics were contact sports played to the shouts of cheerleaders. The result, Ronald Dworkin writes, is a deeply depressing political...
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Twilight and Philosophy: Vampires, Vegetarians, and the Pursuit of Immortality (The Blackwell Philosophy and Pop Culture Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
The first look at the philosophy behind Stephenie Meyer's bestselling Twilight series
    Bella and Edward, and their family and friends, have faced countless dangers and philosophical dilemmas in Stephenie Meyer's Twilight novels. This book is the first to explore them, drawing on the wisdom of philosophical heavyweights to...
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Aging: Lifestyles, Work, and MoneyGreenwood Press, 2005

	From politics to popular culture, baby boomers exert a profound impact on America. As they enter middle age and retirement, this generation, unprecedented in size, will confront a vast new realm of problems, choices, and decisions. Their needs will make the graying of America the most significant demographic event of our time. As a resource...
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Handbook of Parenting: Volume 4: Social Conditions and Applied Parenting, Second EditionRoutledge, 2002

	Completely revised and expanded from four to five volumes, this new edition of the Handbook of Parenting appears at a time that is momentous in the history of parenting. Parenting and the family are today in a greater state of flux, question, and redefinition than perhaps ever before. We are witnessing the emergence of striking...
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Collaborative Networks and Their Breeding Environments: IFIP TC 5 WG 5. 5 Sixth IFIP Working ConferenceSpringer, 2005
Progress in collaborative networks continues showing a growing number of manifestations and has led to the acceptance of Collaborative Networks (CN) as a new scientific discipline.  Contributions to CN coming from multiple reference disciplines has been extensively investigated.  In fact developments in CN have benefited from...
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Systematics as Cyberscience: Computers, Change, and  Continuity in Science (Inside Technology)MIT Press, 2008
The use of information and communication technology in scientific research has been hailed as the means to a new larger-scale, more efficient, and cost-effective science. But although scientists increasingly use computers in their work and institutions have made massive investments in technology, we still have little idea how computing affects the...
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Culture of Cells for Tissue Engineering (Culture of Specialized Cells)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Step-by-step, practical guidance for the acquisition, manipulation, and use of cell sources for tissue engineering
    Tissue engineering is a multidisciplinary field incorporating the principles of biology, chemistry, engineering, and medicine to create biological substitutes of native tissues for scientific research or clinical use. Specific...
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